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Dentistry Library Digital Archive
The Dentistry Library Digital Archive is a collection of digitized materials from the Dentistry Library’s vertical file. These documents are biographies of some prominent figures at the Faculty of Dentistry and subject
bibliographies, all compiled by late Ms. Phyllis Smith (Faculty Librarian 1954-1978). The collection enriches
the history of Faculty of Dentistry, the history of dentistry in Canada and the history of health science librarianship.
The vertical file is a collection of research aids (such as bibliographies or lists of works on a given topic) and
relevant ephemeral items (such as pamphlets, pictures, and article clippings) organized in file folders by subjects. Before the advent of the Internet, vertical files were very popular in libraries serving as a vital starting
point for research.
The Dentistry Library would like to thank the Media Services Department at the Faculty of Dentistry for
their technical expertise, and Cybil Stephens, Faculty of Information student for completing the digitization
and helping with the webpages.

New online resources
New e-books


Daskalaki, A. (Ed.). (2010). Informatics in oral medicine: advanced techniques in clinical and
diagnostic technologies (c2010 ed.). Hershey PA: Medical Information Science Reference.

New online journals

Publications from American Academy of Periodontology

Journal of Periodontology

Annals of Periodontology

Periodontal Literature Reviews

Glossary of Periodontal Terms



They can be accessed at: http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/92635 or through the library
catalogue.
Operative dentistry: http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/109735
Pediatric dentistry: http://simplelink.library.utoronto.ca/url.cfm/85568

To find more online resources, please search the library catalogue and refine
your searches by click on the Online Resources which is on the left navigation bar
under “Library” (The first category under “Refine Results”).
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UTL mobile application now available
Do you want to search library related information right from your phone? UTL has an Application for
that...The library just launched the mobile application for different service providers: iPhone / iPod Touch,
Blackberry and Android.
Some of the mobile services available are:

Browse the UTL catalogue for books

Access research databases

Renew books
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Dentistry Library
University of Toronto
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New Ovid Medline Interface
Ovid launched their brand new look on August 6, 2010. You will notice clearer font and more white space on
the main search page. They also have the following new features:
My Workspace: this is an online citation management and customization function accessible to
anyone with an OvidSP account.

My Projects is the new feature that allows you to create folders or “projects” and save your favorite citations for future reference. Just look for the button under every citation. You can add citations individually or you can also select multiple citations and add them as a group.
My Searches and Alerts – As with the old version of Ovid, you can save your searches and sign
up for email alerts. With the alert function you will receive an email every time there is a new article
that matches your saved search criteria.
My eTocs: You can sign up to get an electronic table of contents of new issues of your favorite
journals by email or RSS.
Install Toolbar: You can install a toolbar in your browser which allows you to save the websites
on your Ovid account.
The “Main Search Page” button is gone. Now you can simply click on the “Search” tab from any
internal page and it will take you back to the main search page.
If you have any questions or require any assistance with the new Ovid Interface, please Ask Us

SciVerse - New Elsevier search platform
In order to deliver more efficient search and discovery solution for researchers, Elsevier is bringing together
ScienceDirect, Scopus, the web content from Scirus, and SciTopics into one platform - SciVerse. In this new
platform, you can use SciVerse Hub to perform integrated searches across all the data sources provided by
Elsevier. Some of the key features are:
In SciVerse hub search interface, there are two search options:

 General topic search: allows you to refine your search results by using the following new applications
on the right of the screen:

 Sentence Matching Application: displays query words in the full sentences where they appear.
 Prolific Author Search Application: finds the most "prolific authors" publishing articles about
search terms, and link to articles by that author within Scopus.

 Methods Search Application: enables you to search the methods/experiment procedures of full-text
articles only .
In SciVerse ScienceDirect search interface: the new Image searching function now allows you to search for
figures, photos, tables, and videos and provide links to its location within the source article.
For more information, please contact us.

Dental education content in MedEdPORTAL
Do you want to find high-quality, peer-reviewed teaching materials in both the basic and clinical sciences
for your subject? If you do, MedEdPORTAL - a free online peer-reviewed publication service provided by
the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) will be a good place to go.
Since 2008, the American Dental Education Association (ADEA) has partnered with AAMC to make dental
education resources available through MedEdPORTAL . The purpose of this service is to promote collaboration and educational scholarship by helping educators publish and share educational resources such as
tutorials, cases, lab manuals, assessment instruments, faculty development materials, etc.
Want to take a quick look at what’s available? Click here to browse the content by “Dental Disciplines” or
“Dental Hot Topics”.

